
Just some of the trolleys and cases manufactured 
and supplied by W. Christie. Most of these items are 
custom built to customer’s specific requirements. 
From wheeled versions and lockable compartments 
to those with lifting lugs and grab handles, the 
options are endless.

01709 550088
Storage Solutions designed and built for your new and existing tooling

TOOL STORAGE
SOLUTIONS
TOOL STORAGE
SOLUTIONS

Storage trolley dimensions:
620mm (w) x 520mm (d) x 500mm (h)

Storage case dimensions:
595mm (w) x 360mm (d) x 430mm (h)

Tool trolley with 4 load tested 
lifting lugs, grab handles and 
removable wheeled 
base with brakes

Wheeled tool
trolley with brakes

and divided sections for
individual tool items

Tool case with lifting handles 
and divided sections for 
individual tool items

Storage trolley dimensions:
1180mm (w) x 600mm (d) x 560mm (h)

Wheeled
tool trolley

with brakes and
multiple divided sections

for individual tools
Storage trolley dimensions:

620mm (w) x 700mm (d) x 580mm (h)

Visit our website
for more information

www.wchristie.com
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designed and built
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existing tooling

Storage Solutions
designed and built

for your new and
existing tooling

We also supply trolleys and cases 
for any use....not just tool storage.
Call us to discuss your requirements.

Storage case dimensions:
385mm (w) x 282mm (d) x 330mm (h)

C-RAD Pneumatic Torque
Tool & Lubro Unit storage case

Storage trolley dimensions:
1140mm (w) x 540mm (d) x

687mm (h)

Wheeled & braked tool trolley
with push/pull handle, divided top

compartment and front storage cupboard

Bench dimensions:
1000mm (w) x 500mm (d) x

900mm (h)

Mobile bench
with integral
Lubro unit,

hose reel and
storage cupboard

Storage case dimensions:
995mm (w) x
695mm (d) x

400mm (h)

Storage case with raised base for
lifting with fork lift truck

Storage trolley dimensions:
950mm (w) x 620mm (d) x 600mm (h)

Bench dimensions: 1270mm (w) x 610mm (d) x 880mm (h)

Wheeled tool trolley with brakes
and gas spring lid system

Mobile bench with 
test equipment,
storage cupboard and retractable wheel 
mechanism
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